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Slips and stumbles are main causes of falls and result in serious injuries. Balance training
is widely applied for preventing falls across the lifespan. Subdivided into two main
intervention types, biomechanical characteristics differ amongst balance interventions
tailored to counteract falls: conventional balance training (CBT) referring to a balance
task with a static ledger pivoting around the ankle joint versus reactive balance training
(RBT) using externally applied perturbations to deteriorate body equilibrium. This study
aimed to evaluate the efficacy of reactive, slip-simulating RBT compared to CBT in
regard to fall prevention and to detect neuromuscular and kinematic dependencies. In
a randomized controlled trial, 38 participants were randomly allocated either to CBT or
RBT. To simulate stumbling scenarios, postural responses were assessed to posterior
translations in gait and stance perturbation before and after 4 weeks of training. Surface
electromyography during short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), and long-latency response of
shank and thigh muscles as well as ankle, knee, and hip joint kinematics (amplitudes
and velocities) were recorded. Both training modalities revealed reduced angular velocity
in the ankle joint (P < 0.05) accompanied by increased shank muscle activity in
SLR (P < 0.05) during marching in place perturbation. During stance perturbation
and marching in place perturbation, hip angular velocity was decreased after RBT
(P from TTEST, Pt < 0.05) accompanied by enhanced thigh muscle activity (SLR,
MLR) after both trainings (P < 0.05). Effect sizes were larger for the RBT-group during
stance perturbation. Thus, both interventions revealed modified stabilization strategies
for reactive balance recovery after surface translations. Characterized by enhanced
reflex activity in the leg muscles antagonizing the surface translations, balance training
is associated with improved neuromuscular timing and accuracy being relevant for
postural control. This may result in more efficient segmental stabilization during fall risk
situations, independent of the intervention modality. More pronounced modulations and
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higher effect sizes after RBT in stance perturbation point toward specificity of training
adaptations, with an emphasis on the proximal body segment for RBT. Outcomes
underline the benefits of balance training with a clear distinction between RBT and CBT
being relevant for training application over the lifespan.
Keywords: reflex, electromyography, posture control, balance, conventional balance training, kinematics,
lifespan, reaction

crucial adaptive skills for resisting falls can be acquired rapidly
among young and older adults through a single session of RBT
with exposure to slips on a movable platform (Bhatt and Pai,
2008; Pai et al., 2010; Bhatt et al., 2011) and transfer effects persist
beyond the laboratory for fall situations encountered in daily
living (Bhatt et al., 2006). However, evidence for the effectiveness
of RBT applied over several weeks is still limited and varies greatly
regarding perturbation stimuli in simulated fall risk paradigms
(Fitzgerald et al., 2000, 2002; Shumway-Cook et al., 2003; Obuchi
et al., 2004; Shimada et al., 2004; Hurd et al., 2006; Mansfield
et al., 2010; Bieryla and Madigan, 2011; Bierbaum et al., 2013).
Besides its effectiveness, insights into the specific neuromuscular
modulations after such forms of balance training are still
lacking. Nonetheless, the knowledge about those modulations
is the basis to develop further recommendations for RBT as a
possible fall avoidance training. Furthermore, fall preventive
adaptations are further merely assessed in indirect measures,
such as reduced time to stabilize equilibrium (Shumway-Cook
et al., 2003; Bieryla and Madigan, 2011) and modified reactions
to a stimulus, which are assessed by means of frequency and
contact time (Mansfield et al., 2010) concomitant with changed
neuromuscular activation for regaining equilibrium (Obuchi
et al., 2004). Although conjunctions with fall (Shimada et al.,
2004) and injury prevention (Hurd et al., 2006), or even
with returning to physical activities within the rehabilitation
process are assumed (Fitzgerald et al., 2000, 2002), fundamental
evidence about the associated functional benefits and underlying
neuromuscular mechanisms for avoidance of falls is missing.
In contrast, conventional balance training (CBT) performed
on unstable surfaces and convex devices has been validated
to improve postural stability (Granacher et al., 2006; Gruber
et al., 2007a,b; Taube et al., 2008; Freyler et al., 2014) and
to elicit functional and neuromuscular adaptations beneficial
for fall avoidance, such as augmented muscle strength (Bruhn
et al., 2006). This includes explosive force and rate of force
development (Gruber and Gollhofer, 2004; Taube et al., 2007)
as well as modified muscle activity, such as increased activation
or reduced co-contraction by means of improved muscle
coordination, induced by neural adaptations within the central
nervous system (Granacher et al., 2009; Nagai et al., 2012; Oliveira
et al., 2013; Behrens et al., 2015). These neuronal adaptations
were specified by higher amplitudes and shorter latencies in
the early reflex responses in the shank muscles, resulting in
augmented ankle joint stiffness (Granacher et al., 2006) and
reduced fall frequency (Madureira et al., 2007) in response to
postural perturbations.
Comparing RBT to CBT from a biomechanical point of view,
stabilizing torques are shifted from distal to proximal. According
to the pendulum model (Winter, 1995; Schmitt, 2003), “punctum

INTRODUCTION
Perturbation-related falls in response to slips or trips are major
causes (>60%) of injuries over the lifespan (Gallagher et al.,
1984; Winter, 1995; Rubenstein, 2006). As a consequence,
affected individuals suffer from physical impairments, reduced
autonomy, and a constrained quality of life (Tinetti, 1994;
Rubenstein, 2006; Heinrich et al., 2010). Fall scenarios and related
injuries among children (Gallagher et al., 1984), adults (Timsina
et al., 2017), and seniors (Alexander et al., 1992) constitute a
major public health problem and have gained socioeconomic
importance due to high clinical and consequential costs (Miller
et al., 2000; Stevens et al., 2006). Hence, scientific debates about
efficient countermeasures move into focus (Granacher et al.,
2011a).
Comparing populations of high-risk fallers to non-fallers,
beyond cognitive and strength deficits, factors as the following
have been empirically identified as predisposing a person to a
greater fall incidence: a decreased ability to stabilize postural
equilibrium (Arampatzis et al., 2008), deteriorated balance
recovery (van Dieën et al., 2005; Karamanidis and Arampatzis,
2006), undersized timing, and extent of the postural response
(Tang and Woollacott, 1998). In particular, distinctly declined
neuromuscular activity (Tang and Woollacott, 1998; Granacher
and Gollhofer, 2005; Gehring et al., 2014), smaller peak knee
displacement after translation (Horak et al., 2005) or rotation of
the support surface (Bakker et al., 2006), increased joint torques
and angular velocities in gait (Lee and Kerrigan, 1999; Lord et al.,
2001; Dobkin and Dobkin, 2003) have been determined in fallers.
In other words, not the age itself, but rather the overall level of
movement control seems to be the limiting factor to break one’s
fall. This can be verified in both children who lack adult-like
maturity of their joint control (Ganley and Powers, 2005) and in
elderly who lose acquired skills as a result of progressive aginginduced degradation (Sawers et al., 2017). Independent of the
age category, fall prevention programs have been established to
counteract the falls and diminish consequential costs (Granacher
et al., 2011a).
Scientific debates dealing with fall prevention outlined
paradigms, including balance training, to counteract postural
instability through more effective compensatory muscle
activation in young and old sub-samples (Granacher et al., 2006;
Karlsson et al., 2013; Ungar et al., 2013). Recently, a novel type
of balance training was introduced: reactive balance training
(RBT) is an intervention simulating the fall situation itself by
the application of unpredictable, random, multi-directional
displacements of the support surface (Shumway-Cook et al.,
2003; Obuchi et al., 2004; Bieryla and Madigan, 2011; Granacher
et al., 2011b, 2012; Mansfield et al., 2015). It was shown that
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67 ± 12 kg) or a control group that performed conventional
balance training (CBT-group, 13f/7m, age 24 ± 3 years, height
172 ± 9 cm, weight 67 ± 10 kg, one male drop-out, rate
2.6%). Matched-pairs were determined prior to the interventions
based on the postural sway measures (described in detail in
the outcome measures). Therefore, subjects who demonstrated
almost equivalent performance levels prior to training were
randomly allocated either to the CBT-group or to the RBT-group
by drawing lots.

fixum” and “punctum mobile” are exchanged from the support
surface (CBT) to the center of mass itself (RBT), challenging
the subject to maintain equilibrium above an unstable moving
support surface (RBT) instead of oscillating around a fixed ledger
(CBT) (Maki and McIlroy, 2006) (Figure 1). As a consequence,
RBT requires an accurate repositioning of the center of mass
(COM) utilizing rapid and appropriate neuromuscular responses
to regain a stable body position after surface translation. Thus,
RBT may challenge reactive postural stability more than CBT
(Horstmann and Dietz, 1990; Yim-Chiplis and Talbot, 2000) and
may be more effective as an intervention to counteract falls
(Freyler et al., 2016).
Based on the aspects mentioned above, the rationale of the
study was to compare neuromuscular and kinematic adaptations
of RBT and CBT in terms of the relevant fall risk factors.
Adaptations were measured during functional tasks of stance
and marching in place perturbation before and after the training
intervention. Focus was set on muscular activation patterns
characterized by phase-specific reflex parameters indicated as
short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), and long- (LLR) latency responses
following the onset of perturbation (Horak and Nashner, 1986;
Diener et al., 1988; Gollhofer and Rapp, 1993). While SLR
mainly comprises Ia afferent reflex responses, information during
MLR is also transmitted via the midbrain and brainstem. Latest
responses (LLR) encompass transcortical pathways through the
cerebral cortex (Jacobs and Horak, 2007). RBT might simulate
a fall risk situation, which is why differentiated neuromuscular
and kinematic effects were expected to be more pronounced
in RBT than CBT. It was hypothesized that improvements
induced by RBT in dynamic stabilization after perturbation
would ameliorate neuromuscular control for slip recovery
characteristics, comprising (a) an elevated reflex activity in the
shank and thigh muscles and (b) enhanced kinematic segmental
stabilization to compensate for the disturbing stimulus during
stance and marching in place perturbation.

Experimental Design
In a randomized control trial, a repeated-measures matchedsubject design (subjects and therapists were not blinded; assessors
were blinded) was used to ascertain the effect of a 4-week trial of
RBT versus CBT on neuromuscular and biomechanical aspects
of fall avoidance characteristics, postural reflexes and kinematics
in response to perturbation (Figure 2). Two protocols were
used in a randomized order to assess the ability to compensate
for stance and gait disturbances in stumbling situations after
the interventions. However, for pre to post measurements, we
conducted the same order in each individual to exclude any
effects due to preceding tasks. In protocol 1, training-induced
effects on postural reactions in a static balance setting was
investigated, while, in protocol 2, a dynamic test setting during
locomotion was investigated. Electromyograms (EMGs) of four
leg muscles as well as ankle, knee, and hip joint kinematics were
recorded during both settings before and after the interventions
(Figure 2). Prior to each measurement, isometric maximal
voluntary contractions were performed for all recorded muscles
according to Freyler et al. (2016) for EMG normalization.
Training and testing sessions were surveyed, supervised, and
documented by the authors.

Training Intervention
For both groups the training interventions lasted 4 weeks
and comprised three sessions per week lasting 20 min each.
Groups trained in parallel. One session consisted of four parts
separated by 1-min breaks, each part comprised four repetitions,
respectively. Each repetition lasted 1 min and was divided into
40 s training with a 20 s intermittent break (Taube et al.,
2008; Lesinski et al., 2015). Training settings were matched
regarding training frequency, number and duration of sets and
pauses. RBT was performed on an electromagnetically driven
swinging platform (Perturmed, Brüderlin, Germany) generating
surface translations in the horizontal plane (eight directions:
medio-lateral (ml), antero-posterior (ap), and the diagonals
(for a detailed description of the device see Freyler et al.,
2015). Meanwhile, the CBT-group trained with conventional
balance devices, including unstable surfaces ranging from easy
(Airex Balance-Pad) to more challenging postural demands
(Togu Dynair air cushions ø 33 cm, Aero-Step cushions
51 cm × 37 cm × 8 cm/46 cm × 32 cm × 8 cm, Jumper
52 cm × 24 cm) of different balance performance complexities
(Gruber et al., 2007a; Taube et al., 2008; Lesinski et al., 2015).
For both groups, participants were instructed to maintain or to
recover stability with their head forward-facing, arms akimbo and
the non-standing leg being flexed. If this task was accomplished

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Thirty-nine healthy participants of sport students [24 females
(f ), 15 males (m), age 24 ± 3 years] participated in the study.
The sample size was estimated by means of a power analysis
(test attributes: F-test, repeated-measures analysis of variance,
within-between factors, f = 0.25, medium effect; alpha = 0.05;
Power = 0.75) (Faul et al., 2007). Volunteers who performed any
other kind of balance training or suffering from acute injuries
or neurological irregularities were excluded. We requested a
written document from all subjects confirming the absence from
any kind of additional balance training apart from this study.
All participants, furthermore, gave written informed consent to
the experimental procedure, which is approved by the ethics
committee of the University of Freiburg (EK Freiburg 16/13) in
accordance with the latest revision of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Using the concealed allocation procedure, participants were
randomly divided up by “matched-pairs” either into a RBT group
(RBT-group, 11f/8m, age 24 ± 3 years, height 173 ± 7 cm, weight
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FIGURE 1 | Study overview and models comparing conventional versus reactive balance training. Comparison of the two training paradigms on the basis of
pendulum models (Winter, 1995; Schmitt, 2003) with the conventional training (CBT) describing a single inverted pendulum, while participants in the reactive balance
training (RBT) group oscillate around the fixation point located within the center of gravity. In this randomized controlled study, baseline data collection was followed
by a random “matched-pair” assignment of 39 volunteers to either the CBT-group or RBT-group. Before and after 4 weeks of training, measurements were
conducted to assess changes in fall-related risk factors.

easily, the level of difficulty was raised successively and
individually within the training period. For RBT, the perturbation
program (embracing 16 levels in total) was increased in difficulty
in the following order: increase of translation displacement
(2–4–6 cm), increase of additional directions (ap–ml– diagonals),
and reduction of durations between perturbations (4–2–1 s
break). For CBT, support surfaces were varied for an individual
increase of difficulty. Subsequently, eyes were closed during
training to exclude visual cues for RBT and CBT.

an amplitude of 16.21 ± 0.04 cm and impulse duration of
140 ± 3 ms resulting in a mean velocity of 1.22 ± 0.02 m · s−1
and a maximal acceleration of 11.2 ± 0.5 m · s−2 . Fifteen
perturbations were induced randomly within a range of 2–4 s
(Hall and Jensen, 2002). Participants were asked to sustain
balance on one leg (right) and to stabilize equilibrium as quickly
as possible. In case of balance loss or using their other leg, trials
were repeated.

Protocols

For functional testing, participants marched in place with the
left foot stepping on the movable platform. Fifteen displacements
were induced randomly after trespassing a light barrier so that
the support surface was translated during full weighted footcontact unexpected in time (Mornieux et al., 2014). Gait pace was
controlled and standardized by a metronome (112 beats · min−1 ).
Prior to recording, all participants practiced the task for 10 min
so that participants were habituated to the task and marching
steps were reliable. Arm were moved in a crisscrossing pattern,
and vision was forward-facing. Translations were induced by the
same customized platform as described in protocol 1 with an
amplitude of 20.05 ± 0.05 cm and impulse duration of 150 ± 2 ms
resulting in a mean velocity of 1.34 ± 0.02 m · s−1 and a
maximal acceleration of 14.2 ± 0.8 m · s−2 (Granacher et al.,
2006; Mornieux et al., 2014). Participants were asked to sustain

Protocol 2 – Marching in Place Perturbation

To exclude habituation effects prior to measurements, subjects
practiced for a period of 10 min in the test conditions. The
order of balance protocols and tasks was randomized (by drawing
lots) to exclude confounding effects but was controlled in postassessments referring to pre-measurements.

Protocol 1 – Stance Perturbation
To determine compensatory reactive responses to sudden
perturbations, as they occur during stumbling, posterior
translations of the support surface were induced randomly
to the left leg during static monopedal stance (Figure 2).
Translations were conducted on a customized platform
[Department of Sport Science, University of Freiburg, cf.
(Mornieux et al., 2014)] moving horizontally backward with
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balance after perturbation and to stabilize equilibrium as quickly
as possible. In case of balance loss, defined as bracing oneself
against the wall next to the customized platform, trials were
repeated.

Outcome Measures
Neuromuscular Data
According to SENIAM (Hermens et al., 2000), surface EMGs
of selected muscles of the shank and the thigh of the left leg
[soleus (SOL), tibialis anterior (TA), biceps femoris (BF), and
rectus femoris (RF)] were recorded. Bipolar Ag/AgCl surface
electrodes (Ambu Blue Sensor P, Ballerup, Denmark; diameter
9 mm, center-to-center distance 25 mm) were placed onto the
muscle belly in line with the underlying muscle fibers. A reference
electrode was fixed onto the patella. Interelectrode resistance
was kept below 5 k by means of shaving, light abrasion, and
degreasing of the skin with a disinfectant. EMG signals were
transferred via shielded cables to an amplifier (band-pass filter
10 Hz–1 kHz, 1000× amplified) and sampled with 1000 Hz.

Kinematics
Ankle, knee, and hip joint angles were recorded with monoaxial
electrogoniometers (Biometrics , Gwent, United Kingdom). For
that purpose, the center of rotation of the goniometer was placed
over the rotational axis of the respective joint (ankle: malleolus
lateralis, knee: knee joint cavity, and hip: trochanter major) and
the two arms (proximal and distal) were aligned in extension
of the joint axes (ankle: pointing toward fifth metatarsal and
longitudinal axis of the shank, knee: pointing toward malleolus
lateralis and trochanter major, and hip: longitudinal axis of the
femur and trunk). For details, see Freyler et al. (2016).
R

Data Processing
For the analysis of neuromuscular data, the EMG of each muscle
was rectified, averaged, and integrated [iEMG (mVs)]. iEMG
was analyzed regarding the reflex phases after perturbation:
SLR (30–60 ms), MLR (60–85 ms), and LLR (85–120 ms)
(Grey et al., 2001; Taube, 2006). In addition, the iEMG
was calculated for the interval 120 ms until the end of the
perturbation (150 ms) and according to Dietz et al. (1989)
up to 210 ms after the perturbation onset. Subsequently, all
iEMG data were individually normalized to those recorded
during maximal voluntary contraction (Halaki and Gi, 2012).
An onset latency of each muscle was identified as the first
burst >2 standard deviations above the baseline iEMG (Henry
et al., 1998). Percentage differences (pre/post) were calculated
from normalized values corresponding to baseline data for each
participant and subsequently averaged.
Ankle, knee, and hip joint kinematics were expressed as mean
joint amplitudes in the time interval during posterior translation
[◦ ]. Angular excursion was averaged for each participant and
normalized to the neutral position defined at 90◦ in the
ankle joint (longitudinal axis foot/fibula) and 180◦ in the knee
(longitudinal axis fibula/femur) and hip joint (longitudinal axis
femur/trunk). The angular velocity of joint excursions ()
was assessed as follows:  = x · t −1 with x describing the

FIGURE 2 | Outcome measures during posterior perturbation of a
representative participant. Recording of neuromuscular data (bottom) and
kinematic data (middle) during posterior translation of the support surface
(top) were carried out. For muscular activation, the soleus (SOL), tibialis
anterior (TA), biceps femoris (BF), and rectus femoris (RF) muscles were
measured during short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), and long-latency responses
(LLR) after perturbation onset. Simultaneously, joint excursions of the ankle,
knee, and hip joint were assessed.
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displacement [◦ ] and t the time to maximal excursion [s] in a
timeframe of 0–200 ms.

Kinematics
Grand means of the ankle, knee, and hip joint kinematics are
displayed in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 4. The rmANOVA
revealed significant time effects: ankle angular velocity decreased
(P < 0.05), whereas knee joint amplitude increased for both
groups in response to training (P < 0.05). Additionally, hip
angular velocity was reduced after RBT only (Pt < 0.05).
Significant percentage changes in neuromuscular and
kinematic data were more pronounced after RBT compared to
CBT, which is illustrated in larger effect sizes ranging between
medium to large sizes for RBT and small to medium sizes for
CBT (Cohen’s d, cf. Table 3).

Statistics
To determine statistical differences within the independent
variable groups (2, RBT-group versus CBT-group) and time
(2, pre versus post) a repeated-measures analysis of variance
(rmANOVA) was conducted. Dependent variables were iEMG
data (SOL, TA, BF, RF), latencies (SOL, BF, RF) and angular
excursion and velocity (ankle, knee, and hip joint). The normality
of the data was evaluated with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test;
data followed a normal distribution. If the assumption of
sphericity measured by Mauchly’s sphericity test was violated,
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. To detect one-sided
effects, additional one-tailed paired student’s t-tests (TTESTs)
were calculated. The level of significance was defined at P < 0.05.
“P” indicates the level of significance for rmANOVA, “Pt ”
describes results of TTESTs. To control for changes in onset
latency within the different muscles, a univariate ANOVA was
conducted including post hoc tests.
Additionally, effect sizes were calculated according to Cohen
(d) and by means of Partial Eta squared (ηp 2 , see Tables 1–5).
Reference values are defined as trivial with d < 0.2 (η2p < 0.01),
as small with 0.2 < d > 0.5 (0.01 < η2p > 0.06), as medium with
0.5 < d > 0.8 (0.06 < η2p > 0.14) and as large effects with d > 0.8
(η2p > 0.14) (Cohen, 1988, 1992; Thalheimer and Cook, 2002).
Statistical methods were conducted with the statistics software
SPSS 20.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, United States). Group data are
presented as mean value ± standard deviation.

Protocol 2 – Marching in Place
Perturbation
Neuromuscular Activity
Changes in iEMG activity in response to training are displayed in
Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 3 (for coefficient of variation cf.
Supplementary Table S1). The rmANOVA revealed significant
time effects for both groups: SOL iEMG activity increased
in SLR only, while RF iEMG activity increased in SLR and
MLR (P < 0.05). For RBT, muscle activity of RF, BF, and
SOL was enhanced in LLR120−150 and LLR150−210 significantly
(P < 0.05). For CBT, shank muscle activity increased significantly
in LLR120−150 and showed a tendency in LLR150−210 , in the thigh,
muscle responses increased in RF, only (Pt < 0.05, Table 4).
Interaction effects (time × group) were observed for BF in
LLR120−150 [BF F(1,16) = 6.77, P < 0.05].
Larger effect sizes were reached for CBT versus RBT in the SLR
(large versus medium effect sizes). In the MLR, greater effect sizes
were evident for RBT (medium to large effect sizes) (Table 4).
In LLR120−150 , in almost all muscles, effect sizes reached large
effects; in LLR150−210 this is still true for SOL for RBT (Table 4).

RESULTS
Protocol 1 – Stance Perturbation
Neuromuscular Activity

Muscle Onset Latencies

Grand means of the iEMG activity are listed in Table 1
and illustrated in Figure 3 (for coefficient of variation cf.
Supplementary Table S1). Significant time effects for both
groups (P < 0.05) could be shown for RF in SLR and
MLR, indicating higher activation amplitude after the training
intervention. For the RBT-group, reflexive BF muscle activity
showed a tendency toward augmentation in SLR and LLR
(Pt = 0.06). In later time frames of the neuromuscular response,
iEMG was enhanced for BF (LLR120−150 ) and for SOL for both
groups, RBT and CBT (LLR120−150 , LLR150−210 , P < 0.05). TA
was only increased in LLR120−150 (Pt < 0.05) after RBT and in
LLR150−210 after CBT (Pt < 0.05, Table 1). Interaction effects
(time × group) were observed for SOL, TA, and RF in LLR120−150
[SOL F(1,17) = 4.85, P < 0.05, TA F(1,17) = 5.48, P < 0.05, RF
F(1,16) = 10.71, P < 0.05]. Effect sizes varied between trivial up
to large effect sizes (Table 1).

Onset latencies diminished significantly in RF and BF in the RBTgroup (Table 2). No significant changes were manifested for the
CBT group.

Kinematics
Table 5 and Figure 4 display grand means of the ankle, knee,
and hip joint kinematics. The rmANOVA revealed a significant
time effect illustrated in reduced ankle angular velocity for both
groups (P < 0.05). For the RBT-group, hip angular velocity also
decreased (Pt < 0.05).
Effect sizes of significant percentage changes ranged from
medium to large for RBT and from small to large for CBT.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the study was to identify differences between RBT
and CBT and to clarify whether RBT improves kinematic and
neuromuscular responses associated with the balance recovery
after slips. The outcomes of this study outline reflex phase- and
segment-specific adaptations dependent on the context of the
movement task: (a) a facilitation of neuromuscular activation

Muscle Onset Latencies
Onset latencies diminished significantly for the stance
perturbations in RF, BF, and SOL in the RBT-group and
in SOL for the CBT-group (Table 2, for absolute values cf.
Supplementary Table S2).
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TABLE 1 | Neuromuscular data during stance perturbation.
Protocol 1: Stance perturbation
Group

1 pre/post

Pt

d

P

η2p

F(1,16) = 5.390, p = 0.034

0.252

F(1,14) = 3.846, p = 0.070

0.216

F(1,13) = 0.057, p = 0.815

0.004

F(1,16) = 0.038, p = 0.847

0.002

F(1,16) = 5.892, p = 0.027

0.269

F(1,13) = 1.299, p = 0.275

0.091

F(1,13) = 0.614, p = 0.447

0.045

F(1,16) = 0.006, p = 0.939

<0.001

F(1,16) = 2.194, p = 0.158

0.121

F(1,13) = 1.646, p = 0.222

0.112

F(1,14) = 0.361, p = 0.558

0.025

F(1,16) = 0.544, p = 0.471

0.033

F(1,15) = 4.607, p = 0.049

0.235

F(1,16) = 10.713, p = 0.005

0.401

F(1,17) = 8.572, p = 0.009

0.335

F(1,17) = 21.366, p < 0.001

0.557

F(1,17) = 8.464, p = 0.010

0.332

F(1,16) = 2.704, p = 0.120

0.145

F(1,17) = 2.502, p = 0.132

0.128

F(1,17) = 19.998, p < 0.001

0.541

SLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+60 ± 93

0.01

0.95

CBT

+46 ± 120

0.06

0.55

RBT

+88 ± 209

0.06

0.62

CBT

+45 ± 198

0.19

0.33

RBT

+1 ± 60

0.48

0.02

CBT

−5 ± 31

0.25

0.23

RBT

−11 ± 39

0.14

0.40

CBT

+11 ± 57

0.20

0.29

MLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+29 ± 70

0.05

0.60

CBT

+22 ± 67

0.09

0.47

RBT

+62 ± 182

0.11

0.50

CBT

−6 ± 35

0.25

0.26

RBT

+12 ± 61

0.23

0.30

CBT

−3 ± 36

0.35

0.13

RBT

−9 ± 45

0.21

0.29

CBT

+5 ± 48

0.34

0.15

LLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+1 ± 55

0.48

0.02

CBT

+32 ± 82

0.06

0.56

RBT

+42 ± 97

0.06

0.64

CBT

+39 ± 221

0.25

0.25

RBT

+26 ± 159

0.27

0.24

CBT

0 ± 43

0.49

0.01

RBT

−10 ± 46

0.20

0.30

CBT

+26 ± 113

0.16

0.34

LLR120−150 iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

−17 ± 39

0.03

0.65

CBT

+134 ± 218

0.01

0.90

<0.01

1.14

0.02

0.79

RBT

+123 ± 157

CBT

+39 ± 72

RBT

+94 ± 129

<0.01

1.06

CBT

+6 ± 114

0.41

0.08

RBT

+97 ± 105

<0.01

1.35

CBT

+52 ± 80

<0.01

0.95

LLR150−210 iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+27 ± 101

0.13

0.39

CBT

+96 ± 140

<0.01

1.00

RBT

+50 ± 159

0.09

0.46

CBT

+31 ± 58

0.02

0.77

0.38

0.11

<0.01

1.11

RBT

+14 ± 187

CBT

+62 ± 81

RBT

+91 ± 93

<0.01

1.42

CBT

+125 ± 196

<0.01

0.93

Mean changes in iEMG (%) in the short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), and long-latency responses (LLR) after perturbations during quiet monopedal stance (protocol 1). iEMG
data are normalized to baseline values. Significant changes in response to the training intervention (TTEST, Pt ) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d, d) as well as time interactions
(rmANOVA, P) with effect sizes (Partial Eta Squared, ηp2 ) are illustrated in bold in the right columns with Pt and P < 0.05.

in shank and thigh muscles was accompanied by (b) a reduced
muscle onset latency and (c) a decline in angular velocity for
the hip and ankle joint. Even though no interaction effects could

Frontiers in Physiology | www.frontiersin.org

be observed comparing RBT to CBT for the early reflex phases,
effect sizes of RBT were more pronounced for recovery response
adaptations with a greater emphasis on the proximal body
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TABLE 2 | Onset latency of the electromyograms during stance and marching in place perturbation.
Group

1 pre/post [%]

Pt

d

P

η2p

F(1,17) = 7.852, p = 0.012

0.316

F(1,17) = 0.151, p = 0.703

0.009

F(1,17) = 18.478, p < 0.001

0.521

F(1,17) = 4.621, p = 0.046

0.214

F(1,16) = 2.436, p = 0.138

0.132

F(1,17) = 0.004, p = 0.947

<0.001

Protocol 1: Stance perturbation
RF
BF
SOL

RBT

−16 ± 13

<0.01

1.70

CBT

+1 ± 23

0.44

0.05

RBT

−11 ± 10

<0.01

1.60

CBT

+8 ± 31

0.15

0.36

RBT

−5 ± 9

0.02

0.75

CBT

−12 ± 12

<0.01

1.44

−14 ± 9

Protocol 2: Marching in place perturbation
RF
BF
SOL

<0.01

2.22

CBT

+1 ± 25

0.45

0.04

RBT
RBT

−12 ± 14

<0.01

1.25

CBT

+8 ± 22

0.06

0.55

RBT

−2 ± 8

0.17

0.33

CBT

+2 ± 18

0.31

0.17

Mean changes from pre to post in EMG onset latency (%) for the protocols 1 and 2. iEMG data are normalized to baseline values. Significant changes in response to the
training intervention (TTEST, Pt ) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d, d) as well as time interactions (rmANOVA, P) with effect sizes (Partial Eta Squared, ηp2 ) are illustrated in bold
in the right columns with Pt and P < 0.05.

TABLE 3 | Kinematic data during stance perturbation.
Protocol 1: Stance perturbation
Group

1 pre/post

Pt

d

P

η2p

F(1,11) = 0.066, p = 0.802

0.006

F(1,16) = 6.368, p = 0.023

0.285

F(1,16) = 1.493, p = 0.239

0.085

F(1,10) = 0.918, p = 0.360

0.084

F(1,16) = 0.180, p = 0.677

0.011

F(1,14) = 4.627, p = 0.049

0.248

Amplitude [◦ ]
hip
knee
ankle

RBT

−0.45 ± 1.39

0.14

0.42

CBT

+0.18 ± 1.25

0.28

0.18

RBT

+0.63 ± 1.49

0.05

0.51

CBT

+0.46 ± 1.11

0.04

0.47

RBT

+0.91 ± 4.26

0.20

0.25

CBT

+0.82 ± 4.06

0.20

0.27

RBT

−6.66 ± 11.34

0.04

0.65

CBT

+1.87 ± 13.77

0.29

0.18

Velocity [degrees · s−1 ]
hip
knee
ankle

RBT

−2.19 ± 23.29

0.35

0.16

CBT

+0.77 ± 22.22

0.44

0.05

RBT

−10.26 ± 23.71

0.06

0.52

CBT

−3.88 ± 15.72

0.17

0.25

Depicted are averaged changes of amplitude (◦ ) and velocity (degrees · s−1 ) of the ankle, knee, and hip joint excursions after perturbations during quiet monopedal stance
(protocol 1). Significant changes in response to the training intervention (TTEST, Pt ) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d, d) as well as time interactions (rmANOVA, P) with effect
sizes (Partial Eta Squared, ηp2 ) are illustrated in bold in the right columns with Pt and P < 0.05.

segment. Thus, our hypotheses are verified with the constraint
that modified adaptations occur after both trainings.
Two aspects may be of considerable importance for the
interpretation of these findings (Gallagher et al., 1984; Alexander
et al., 1992; Timsina et al., 2017): the first one deals with traininginduced neuromuscular enhancement (Hatzitaki et al., 2005;
Granacher et al., 2006) and the second with multi-segmental joint
kinematic associated with the recovery response for fall avoidance
(Cham and Redfern, 2001; Bhatt et al., 2006).

of muscles that antagonize the perturbation stimulus. Thereby,
marching in place perturbation were compensated by quickly
delivered reflex activations (SLR) in the distal body segment.
Transmitted via Ia afferent pathways, this has been associated
with stiffening of the ankle joint complex leading to an improved
recovery of posture in previous research (Granacher et al.,
2006). To counteract the torque induced by posterior surface
translation, an increase in SOL activation in SLR may have
caused the decline in ankle joint velocity to regain stability of the
body after unexpected surface translation (Hatzitaki et al., 2005;
Granacher et al., 2006). At the same time, enhanced SOL activity
without any changes in TA activity might be a result of a traininginduced improved intermuscular coordination associated with

Neuromuscular Enhancement
Both training modalities achieved an enhancement in iEMG
activity concomitant with reduced onset latencies in relevant sets

Frontiers in Physiology | www.frontiersin.org
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TABLE 4 | Neuromuscular data during marching in place perturbation.
Protocol 2: Marching in place perturbation
Group

1 pre/post

Pt

d

P

η2p

F(1,17) = 7.853, p = 0.012

0.316

F(1,14) = 2.624, p = 0.128

0.158

F(1,15) = 0.438, p = 0.518

0.028

F(1,17) = 9.339, p = 0.007

0.355

F(1,16) = 6.968, p = 0.018

0.303

F(1,13) = 0.441, p = 0.518

0.033

F(1,15) = 2.024, p = 0.175

0.119

F(1,17) = 2.938, p = 0.105

0.147

F(1,14) = 0.086, p = 0.773

0.006

F(1,14) = 1.941, p = 0.185

0.122

F(1,16) = 0.828, p = 0.376

0.049

F(1,16) = 2.537, p = 0.131

0.137

F(1,17) = 7.146, p = 0.016

0.296

F(1,16) = 10.519, p = 0.005

0.397

F(1,17) = 5.392, p = 0.033

0.241

F(1,17) = 23.150, p < 0.001

0.577

F(1,17) = 5.410, p = 0.033

0.241

F(1,15) = 5.861, p = 0.029

0.281

F(1,17) = 4.879, p = 0.041

0.223

F(1,17) = 9.773, p = 0.006

0.365

SLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+43 ± 84

0.02

0.75

CBT

+80 ± 141

0.01

0.83

RBT

+59 ± 200

0.13

0.43

CBT

+53 ± 220

0.18

0.35

RBT

−8 ± 37

0.21

0.30

CBT

+14 ± 54

0.14

0.37

RBT

+46 ± 119

0.06

0.56

CBT

+52 ± 83

0.01

0.90

MLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+26 ± 45

0.02

0.82

CBT

+42 ± 95

0.04

0.64

RBT

+38 ± 219

0.26

0.25

CBT

−1 ± 32

0.47

0.03

RBT

+9 ± 56

0.27

0.23

CBT

+10 ± 47

0.19

0.31

RBT

+38 ± 113

0.09

0.49

CBT

+36 ± 108

0.09

0.49

LLR iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

−12 ± 39

0.12

0.44

CBT

+15 ± 78

0.24

0.28

RBT

+66 ± 212

0.11

0.46

CBT

+14 ± 124

0.34

0.16

RBT

+27 ± 98

0.14

0.40

CBT

−5 ± 32

0.26

0.22

RBT

+5 ± 76

0.40

0.09

CBT

+59 ± 145

0.05

0.59

LLR120−150 iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+85 ± 131

<0.01

0.94

CBT

+48 ± 189

0.15

0.37

RBT

+185 ± 215

<0.01

1.26

CBT

−1 ± 158

0.49

0.01

RBT

+41 ± 256

0.24

0.24

CBT

+86 ± 125

<0.01

1.00

RBT

+96 ± 108

<0.01

1.28

CBT

+110 ± 166

<0.01

0.96

LLR150−210 iEMG [%]
RF
BF
TA
SOL

RBT

+50 ± 104

0.03

0.69

CBT

+122 ± 261

0.03

0.68

RBT

+123 ± 214

0.01

0.84

CBT

+53 ± 139

0.08

0.55

RBT

+86 ± 258

0.09

0.48

CBT

+46 ± 125

0.07

0.54

RBT

+89 ± 94

<0.01

1.37

CBT

+64 ± 190

0.08

0.49

Mean changes in iEMG (%) in the short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), and long-latency responses (LLR) after perturbations during marching in place (protocol 1). iEMG data
are normalized to baseline values. Significant changes in response to the training intervention (TTEST, Pt ) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d, d) as well as time interactions
(rmANOVA, P) with effect sizes (Partial Eta Squared, ηp2 ) are illustrated in bold in the right columns with Pt and P < 0.05.

a reduced antagonistic co-activation and a greater rate of force
development (Behrens et al., 2015).
Concomitant to shank muscle activation, knee extensors
(RF) were activated faster and more distinctly in early

Frontiers in Physiology | www.frontiersin.org

reflex phases (SLR and MLR) during marching in place
perturbation. Augmented neuromuscular activation in the MLR
and subsequent reflex responses (LLRs) are known to rely on
the involvement of higher centers of the central nervous system
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TABLE 5 | Kinematic data during marching in place perturbation.
Protocol 2: Marching in place perturbation
Group

1 pre/post

Pt

d

P

η2p

F(1,13) = 0.023, p = 0.881

0.002

F(1,13) = 0.087, p = 0.773

0.007

F(1,15) = 1.729, p = 0.208

0.103

F(1,13) = 1.026, p = 0.330

0.073

F(1,10) = 1.179, p = 0.303

0.105

F(1,14) = 6.074, p = 0.027

0.303

Amplitude [◦ ]
Hip
knee
ankle

RBT

+0.02 ± 1.74

0.48

0.02

CBT

+0.03 ± 1.93

0.48

0.02

RBT

+0.46 ± 1.39

0.09

0.34

CBT

−0.11 ± 1.17

0.36

0.09

RBT

−0.55 ± 1.35

0.06

0.43

CBT

−0.07 ± 0.94

0.39

0.05

Velocity [degrees · s−1 ]
Hip
knee
ankle

RBT

−5.98 ± 12.44

0.05

0.50

CBT

−0.33 ± 15.13

0.47

0.03

RBT

−5.32 ± 23.38

0.18

0.27

CBT

+2.25 ± 20.31

0.36

0.11

RBT

−12.13 ± 16.00

<0.01

0.99

CBT

−4.16 ± 13.85

0.13

0.26

Depicted are averaged changes of amplitude (◦ ) and velocity (degrees · s−1 ) of the ankle, knee, and hip joint excursions after perturbations during marching in place
perturbation (protocol 2). Significant changes in response to the training intervention (TTEST, Pt ) with effect sizes (Cohen’s d, d) as well as time interactions (rmANOVA, P)
with effect sizes (Partial Eta Squared, ηp2 ) are illustrated in bold in the right columns with Pt and P < 0.05.

studies show that falls can be significantly reduced by reducing
fall risk factors (Rubenstein, 2006). In the current investigation,
enhanced muscle activation was accompanied by reduced angular
velocity during stance (ankle joint) and marching in place
perturbation (ankle and hip joint). Augmented ankle and hip
joint velocities have been identified to be distinctive in fallers
and vice versa, reduced hip and ankle joint velocities in nonfallers (Lee and Kerrigan, 1999; Lord et al., 2001). With reference
the aforementioned articles, our results can be interpreted as
follows: participants frequently exposed to the fall situation in
training – as it occurs during RBT – may learn from the risk
situation (Pai et al., 2010; Bhatt et al., 2011), adapting their
motor behavior (Bhatt et al., 2011) by activating skeletal muscles
appropriately to counteract postural deterioration and restrict
joint movement and velocity (Cham and Redfern, 2002; Bhatt
et al., 2006; Pai et al., 2010; Parijat and Lockhart, 2012; McCrum
et al., 2014). Thereby, significantly elevated knee deflections –
well pronounced after RBT and CBT – are in line with evidence
during stance perturbation (Di Giulio et al., 2013) and slipping
situations in locomotion (Cham and Redfern, 2001; Bhatt et al.,
2006). Knee joint flexion led to a lowering of COM height and
an immediate postural unloading of the perturbed foot (Sawer
et al., 2017); both are associated with a rapid reacquisition of a
stable COM during unpredictable slips known to be essential to
secure postural control and to reduce fall risk (Schillings, 2005;
Bhatt et al., 2006). Inter alia, a smaller knee deflection has been
identified in patients with postural instabilities (Horak et al.,
2005; Bakker et al., 2006) and is associated with enhanced joint
rigidity (Chmielewski et al., 2005) and reduced range of motion
(Hatzitaki et al., 2005).
These findings with greater effect sizes after RBT indicate
that this training caused a pronounced shift in multisegmental organization using a stiff ankle joint for immediate
compensation, a deflected knee for the reacquisition of a stable

such as the midbrain and brainstem (MLR) or even the motor
cortex (LLRs) and thus, can generate specified reaction to the
stimulus (Jacobs and Horak, 2007). Knee extensors are known
to be predominantly activated in the eccentric phase of initial
foot contact for impact absorption and/or energy storage in the
elastic elements (Lacquaniti et al., 2012). Enhanced knee extensor
activation, in terms of fall prevention, could lead to segmental
stabilization (Horak and Nashner, 1986; Schillings et al., 2000;
Gruber and Gollhofer, 2004), a consolidation of COM vertically
above the support surface (Pfusterschmied et al., 2013), and
might, therefore, finally reduce the risk of falling during slips and
stumbles.
With an emphasis on the later reflex phases (120 ms after
perturbation), next to muscle activation in SOL-RF, also TA and
BF activities were raised for both groups. While early reflex
responses are provided by Ia afferent pathways, supraspinal
pathways are involved in later reflex responses (Taube et al.,
2008). Thus, greatest muscle activation in later reflex phases
might point toward a strategy induced by the motor cortex to
counteract the perturbation stimulus by means of fall avoidance.
Phase- and segment-specific distinctions for neuromuscular
control of postural responses after perturbation are manifested.
Significant interaction effects and greater effect sizes for
RBT versus CBT indicate intervention-dependent adaptations.
Training-specific distinctions exist for RF activity, which are
more pronounced during stance perturbation after RBT, a
training that simulates fall characteristic situations associated
with the following paragraph.

Joint Kinematics and Multi-Segmental
Strategy
The second aspect associated with fall avoidance deals with
segmental joint kinematics. Despite the complex nature of falls,
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FIGURE 3 | Neuromuscular data of leg muscle activity. Changes of iEMG (in %) of the RF and soleus (SOL) muscles in the short- (SLR), medium- (MLR), LLR as well
as 120–150 ms (LLR120−150 ) and 150–210 ms (LLR150−210 ) after stance perturbation (A,C) and after marching in place perturbation (B,D) are shown. Data are
normalized to baseline values (the horizontal dashed line marks baseline values obtained before the interventions). Mean values are illustrated for both training
groups – the RBT group and the CBT group. Significant pre/post differences are marked with ∗ (Pt < 0.05), while significant time interactions are illustrated with bars
(P < 0.05).

COM, and reduced hip joint velocities to control COM and
trunk movements to achieve fast balance recovery and safe body
equilibrium.

greater effects could be observed after RBT. This is in accordance
with earlier investigations, emphasizing an intervention-specific
adaptation due to specific training tasks (Freyler et al., 2016).
The musculature of the proximal segments is well known to
generate compensatory forces to restore equilibrium after slips
and stumbles (Horak and Nashner, 1986; Hall and Jensen,
2002; Hatzitaki et al., 2005), and participants benefit from
a two-segmental strategy to restore postural equilibrium and
stabilize the trunk to prevent falling (Tang and Woollacott,
1998; Hall and Jensen, 2002; Schillings, 2005). During marching
in place perturbation, early activation of distal and proximal
activity is achieved after both training interventions, but
effect sizes are even greater after CBT. Although this finding
surprised us, comparable results for the shank musculature
have been reported in more static paradigms in other studies

Distinction RBT and CBT and Functional
Relevance
With neuromuscular control being the relevant aspect to
determine the quality of postural response, adaptations of both
interventions might be associated with a reduced fall incidence
that could be relevant for fallers across the lifespan (Rubenstein,
2006; Bhatt and Pai, 2008; Granacher et al., 2010; Bieryla and
Madigan, 2011). During stance perturbation, RBT as well as
CBT enhanced RF activity and concomitantly reduced joint
velocities in the proximal limb segment (knee and hip), but
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FIGURE 4 | Kinematic data of lower limb joints. Joint kinematics, such as amplitude [◦ ] (left column) and velocity (degrees · s−1 ) (right column), for the ankle, knee,
and hip joint during stance perturbation (black rectangles, protocol 1) and marching in place perturbation (gray triangles, protocol 2) are shown. Mean values are
illustrated for both training groups – the RBT group and the CBT group. Significant time effects are marked with ˆ (P < 0.05) and significant group comparisons
(TTESTs) with ∗ (Pt < 0.05).

(Gruber and Gollhofer, 2004; Taube et al., 2007; Freyler et al.,
2016). Thereby, it can be supposed that CBT purposefully acts
on the distal body segment (Freyler et al., 2016) making use of
the knee joints that allows the stabilization of the COM within
critical trajectories, and thus may reduce fall incidence (Pai et al.,
2010; Bhatt et al., 2011).

investigate fall avoidance during stumbling situations. However,
actual fall incidences were not observed which is why a
differentiation of kinematic and neuromuscular characteristics
cannot be provided based on current results.
Second, simulation of stumbling executed in laboratory
paradigms as close to everyday life situations as possible is always
biased. For instance, we had to inform participants about possible
stumbling situations due to ethical reasons. Thus, they knew that
a fall risk situation could occur. However, participants were not
aware about the mechanical attributes of the surface translation
and the onset of the perturbation occurred randomly so that
anticipatory muscle activity could still be excluded.
Third, we compared two – due to evidence – effective training
regimens for postural control. Therefore, both trainings
demonstrated improved neuromuscular and kinematic

Limitations
For a conclusive statement, it is crucial to consider the limitations
of the study. Even though the methodological approach in the
current paper was carefully chosen based on previous evidence,
three limiting aspects could not be ruled out.
First, fall avoidance has to be differentiated from fall incidence:
The population investigated is known to have great skills
regarding motor control. Thus, it is an ideal population to
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disease-associated degeneration of neuromuscular and kinematic
strategies.

adaptations. The effectiveness of both trainings might be the
reason for missing interaction effects in fastest reflex responses.
Even though the comparison of RBT and CBT is restricted to the
comparison of effect sizes, this could still point toward differential
adaptations.
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CONCLUSION
Both training modalities improved reactive balance recovery after
perturbations with adaptations being task-specific. Medium to
large effect sizes were observed for neuromuscular and kinematic
responses for RBT in response to stance perturbations, a task
similar to the one which had been trained. This study provides
basic evidence that neuromuscular control can be acquired
rapidly by frequently reproducing the unexpected nature of reallife slipping situations within 4 weeks. It can be concluded
that with repeated exposure to simulated slips, the central
nervous system learns to choose a more effective muscle synergy
and segmental organization to achieve fast balance recovery.
Therefore, in dependence on the respective balance demands
and independently of the stimulus itself, the participant can
create a situation-specific postural stabilization strategy, and thus
may have reduced the incidence of falling after RBT. While the
current investigation is limited to neuromuscular adaptation in
a healthy population, future studies across the lifespan might
benefit from the current results by means of basic scientific
evidence.
Conclusively, this study might set an essential cornerstone
for further fall prevention investigations across the lifespan.
Future investigations are needed which investigate, if especially
high-risk fallers such as children and the elderly could benefit
from RBT as a special form of CBT by counteracting age- or
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